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Abstract Hierarchy has widely been recognized as a
viable approach to deal with the complexity of conceptual
models. For instance, in declarative business process mod-
els, hierarchy is realized by sub-processes. While techni-
cal implementations of declarative sub-processes exist, their
application, semantics, and the resulting impact on under-
standability are less understood yet—this research gap is
addressed in this work. More specifically, we discuss the
semantics and the application of hierarchy and show how sub-
processes enhance the expressiveness of declarative model-
ing languages. Then, we turn to the influence of hierarchy on
the understandability of declarative process models. In par-
ticular, we present a cognitive-psychology-based framework
that allows to assess the impact of hierarchy on the under-
standability of a declarative process model. To empirically
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test the proposed framework, a combination of quantitative
and qualitative research methods is followed. While statisti-
cal tests provide numerical evidence, think-aloud protocols
give insights into the reasoning processes taking place when
reading declarative process models.
Keywords Business process management ·
Declarative business process models · Modularization ·
Understandability · Cognitive psychology
1 Introduction
Using modularization to hierarchically structure informa-
tion has for decades been identified as a viable approach to
deal with complexity [31]. Not surprisingly, business process
modeling languages provide support for hierarchical struc-
tures, e.g., sub-processes in BPMN [29] and YAWL [55].
However, in general, “the world does not represent itself to
us neatly divided into systems, subsystems. . . these divisions
which we make ourselves” [16]. In this sense, a viable dis-
cussion about the proper use of modularization for the analy-
sis and design of information systems as well as its impact
on understandability is still going on. In business process
management (BPM), sub-processes have been recognized
as an important factor influencing model understandabil-
ity [10]; however, there are no definitive guidelines on their
use yet. For instance, recommendations regarding the size of
a sub-process in an imperative process model range from 5–7
model elements [48] over 5–15 model elements [21] to up
to 50 model elements [26]. For declarative process models,
which have recently gained attention due to their flexibil-
ity [34,44], the proper usage of modularization has not been
investigated at all. While work has been done with respect to
the technical support of declarative sub-processes, it remains
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unclear whether and when hierarchy has an influence on the
understandability of the process model. In general, empiri-
cal research into the understandability of conceptual models,
such as ER diagrams or UML statecharts, has shown that
hierarchy can have a positive influence [45], negative influ-
ence [5], or no influence at all [6]. For declarative process
models, however, no respective empirical studies have been
conducted so far, hence the situation is less clear. How-
ever, as declarative process models appear to be especially
challenging to understand, it seems particularly important to
improve their understandability. For instance, in [33] it is
argued that due to the interconnections between constraints,
declarative process models quickly can become too com-
plex for humans to deal with. Similarly, [68] points out that
hidden dependencies, i.e., dependencies between constraints
that are not directly visible, may hamper the understand-
ing of declarative process models. In the following, we will
shed light on the question which influence on understand-
ability can be expected for hierarchy in declarative process
models.
The contribution of this work is twofold. First, the seman-
tics of hierarchy in declarative process models is elaborated
on. In particular, we will show that hierarchy is not just a
question of structure, but also enhances expressiveness and
has implications on the restructuring of a model. Second, the
impact of hierarchy on the understandability of the model will
be investigated systematically. We will present a cognitive-
psychology-based framework that explains general effects of
hierarchy, but also takes peculiarities of declarative process
models into account. The framework allows to assess the
possible impact of hierarchy, i.e., whether a certain modu-
larization of a declarative process model has a positive influ-
ence, negative influence, or no influence at all. To test these
claims empirically, we follow a combination of quantitative
and qualitative research methods.1
This paper extends the results of [69] primarily by con-
ducting an empirical evaluation of the proposed frame-
work for assessing understandability. This, in turn, allows
to advance the previous work in three dimensions. First, it
provides the indispensable empirical validation of the frame-
work. Second, the qualitative nature of the investigation pro-
vides valuable insights into the understanding of declarative
process models. In that ways, this extension also contributes
to the still developing field of research into the declara-
tive process modeling paradigm (cf. [36]). Third, discus-
sions which have been theory-based in [69] are enriched with
empirical findings.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 introduces declarative process models. Then,
1 Please note that even though we take declarative models in general
into account, we will make use of the declarative language ConDec [33]
for the discussion.
Sect. 3 discusses the semantics of hierarchy in declarative
process models. Subsequently, Sect. 4 deals with the appli-
cation of hierarchy in declarative process models, whereas
Sect. 5 investigates the impact on understandability and
Sect. 6 discusses limitations. Finally, related work is pre-
sented in Sect. 7 and the paper is concluded with a summary
and an outlook in Sect. 8.
2 Background: declarative process models
There has been a long tradition of modeling business
processes in an imperative way. Process modeling lan-
guages supporting this paradigm, like BPMN, EPC, and
UML Activity Diagrams, are widely used. Recently, declar-
ative approaches have received increasing interest and sug-
gest a fundamentally different way of describing business
processes [33]. While imperative models specify exactly how
things have to be done, declarative approaches only focus on
the logic that governs the interplay of actions in the process
by describing the activities that can be performed, as well
as constraints prohibiting undesired behavior. An example
of a constraint in an aviation process would be that crew
duty times cannot exceed a predefined threshold. Constraints
described in literature can be classified as execution con-
straints and completion constraints (also referred to as ter-
mination constraints, cf. [69]). Execution constraints, on the
one hand, restrict the execution of activities, e.g., an activity
can be executed at most once. Completion constraints, on the
other hand, affect the completion of process instances and
specify when process completion is possible. For instance,
an activity must be executed at least once before the process
can be completed. Most constraints focus either on execu-
tion or completion semantics; however, some constraints also
combine execution and completion semantics (e.g., the suc-
cession constraint [33]).
To illustrate the concept of declarative processes, a model
(PMM ) specified in ConDec [33] is shown in Fig. 1a. It con-
tains activities A to F as well as constraints C1 and C2. C1
prescribes that A must be executed at least once (i.e., C1
restricts the completion of process instances). C2 specifies
that E can only be executed if C has been executed at some
point in time before (i.e., C2 imposes restrictions on the exe-
cution of activity E). In Fig. 1b, an example of a process
instance (PIM ) illustrates the semantics of PMM . Therein,
we make use of events to describe relevant changes during
process execution, e.g., instantiation of the process instance
or the start and completion of activities. After process instan-
tiation (event e1), A, B, C, D and F can be executed. E, how-
ever, cannot be executed as C2 specifies that C must have
been executed before (cf. gray bar below “E”). Furthermore,
the process instance cannot be completed as C1 is not sat-
isfied, i.e., A has not been executed at least once (cf. gray
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1 Executing a declarative process model
area below “Completion”). The subsequent execution of B
(in e2 B is started, in e3 B is completed) does not cause any
changes as B is not involved in any constraint. However, after
A is executed (e4, e5), C1 is satisfied, i.e., A has been executed
at least once and thus PIM can be completed—after e5 the
box below “Completion” is white. Then, C is executed (e6,
e7), satisfying C2 and consequently allowing E to be exe-
cuted. Finally, the execution of E (e8, e9) does not affect any
constraint; thus, no changes with respect to constraint sat-
isfaction can be observed. As all completion constraints are
satisfied, PIM can be completed. Please note that declarative
process instances have to be completed explicitly, i.e., the
end-user must decide when to complete the process instance
(e10). Completion constraints thereby specify when comple-
tion is allowed, i.e., PIM could have been completed at any
point in time after e5. As illustrated in Fig. 1b, a process
instance can be specified through a list of events. In the fol-
lowing, we will denote this list as execution trace, e.g., for
PIM : 〈e1, e2, e3, . . . , e10〉.
3 Background: semantics of sub-processes
This section aims at establishing an understanding of the
semantics of sub-processes in a declarative model. In general,
a sub-process is introduced in a process model via a complex
activity, which refers to a process model. When the complex
activity is executed, the referred process model, i.e., the sub-
process, is instantiated. Thereby, sub-processes are viewed
as separate process instances, i.e., when a complex activity
is started, a new instance of the sub-process the complex
activity is referring to, is created (cf. [29,35]). The parent
process, however, has no information about the internals of
the sub-process, i.e., the sub-process is executed in isolation.
In this sense, according to [11,41,42], we view sub-processes
from an integrated perspective, i.e., the sub-process is seen
as a black box. Interaction with the parent process is only
done via the sub-process’ life cycle2. Thereby, the life cycle
state of the complex activity reflects the state of the sub-
process [35], e.g., when the sub-process is in state completed,
also the complex activity must be in state completed.
Considering this, it is essential that sub-processes are
executed in isolation, as isolation forbids that constraints
can be specified between activities included in different
sub-processes. In other words, in a hierarchical declarative
process model with several layers of hierarchy, the con-
straints of a process model can neither directly influence
the control flow of any parent process, nor directly influence
the control flow of any (sub-) process on the same layer or a
layer below. Please note that control flow may still be indi-
rectly influenced by restricting the execution of a sub-process,
thereby restricting the execution of the activities contained
therein.
To illustrate these concepts, consider the hierarchical
process model PMM in Fig. 2a. It consists of activity A, which
has to be executed at least once (cf. constraint C1) and com-
plex activity B. B, in turn, refers to process model PMB , which
contains activities C and D. C and D are connected by prece-
dence constraint C2, i.e., D can only be executed if C was
2 We do not take into account the exchange of input- and output data
here, as we focus on control flow behavior only.
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executed before. Figure 2b shows an example of an execu-
tion of PMM . On the left, a timeline lists all events that occur
during process execution. To the right, the enablement of the
activities and whether a process instance can be completed,
is illustrated. Whenever the area below an activity / process
instance is colored white, it indicates that this activity is cur-
rently enabled / the process instance can be completed. The
timeline is to be interpreted the following way: By instanti-
ating PMM (e1), activities A and B become enabled, as no
constraints restrict their execution. C and D cannot be exe-
cuted, as they are confined in PMB and no instance of PMB is
running yet. The subsequent execution of A (e2, e3) does not
change activity enablement, but satisfies the selection con-
straint on A, hence allowing PIM to complete. Then, the start
of B (e4) causes the instantiation of PMB (PIB , e5). Hence,
C becomes enabled, as it can be executed within PIB . Still,
D is not enabled yet as constraint C2 is not satisfied. After
C is executed (e6, e7), the precedence constraint is satisfied,
therefore also D becomes enabled. After the execution of D
(e8, e9), the user decides to complete PIB (e10), causing C
and D to be not executable anymore and triggering the com-
pletion of B (e11). Still, A and B are enabled as they can be
executed within process instance PIM . Finally, after PIM is
completed by the end user through explicit completion (e12),
no activity is enabled anymore.
4 Using hierarchy in declarative process models
Regardless of the modeling language, hierarchy allows to
structure models and to hide model elements in sub-models.
In this section, the use of hierarchy, given the semantics of
Sect. 3, is discussed. To illustrate and discuss the implications
of hierarchy on declarative process models, we make use of
a running example. We chose the business process of writing
a scientific paper and created two business process models
describing the process. In Fig. 3, the process is modeled with-
out hierarchy, whereas in Fig. 4 hierarchical structures are
used. We would like to note at this point these models have
been created for demonstration purpose and hence might not
be perfectly accurate with respect to the modeled domain.
4.1 Preconditions for using sub-processes
While for imperative models any Single-Entry-Single-Exit
fragment can be extracted to a sub-process [59,60], in declar-
ative models the structure is not informative enough. Rather,
two main conditions should hold for the introduction of sub-
processes. First, the activities in a sub-process should relate to
a certain intention [52] to be fulfilled. For instance, in Fig. 4,
Read reviews for revising paper, Write response letter and
Work on revision all serve the purpose of revising a paper.
Once the sub-process of Revise paper is completed, it is clear
that the paper has been revised. On a higher abstraction level
it may not make a difference, e.g., how many times Work on
revision has been executed or whether the reviews have been
read. But knowing the paper has been revised is substantial
for the continuation of the process. This information is not
available in the flat model (and it only exists in the mind of
the human who executes the process). Second, the activities
included in a sub-process should be such that they can be
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Fig. 3 Example of a flat declarative process model
executed in isolation from the top-level process. This is due
to the local nature of the constraints within the sub-process,
as discussed in Sect. 3. In other words, a sub-process cannot
include any activity that has constraints specifically relat-
ing that activity to activities outside the sub-process. Still,
if all the activities considered for inclusion in a sub-process
share a common constraint with some other activity, then this
constraint holds for the entire sub-process. In the flat model
(cf. Fig. 3), activities Read reviews for revising paper, Write
response letter and Work on revision all have a constraint
restricting them from following Get acceptance. In the hier-
archical model (cf. Fig. 4), these constraints are aggregated
to one constraint related to the top-level complex activity of
Revise paper. As the constraints are aggregated to a single
constraint, we refer this to as aggregation of constraints.
4.2 Enhanced expressiveness
For imperative process models, hierarchical decomposi-
tion is viewed as a structural measure that may impact
model understandability [63], but does not influence seman-
tics. In declarative process models, however, hierarchy also
has implications on semantics. More precisely, hierarchy
enhances the expressiveness of a declarative modeling lan-
guage. The key observation is that by specifying con-
straints that refer to complex activities, it is possible
to restrict the life cycle of a sub-process. A constraint
that refers to a complex activity thereby not only influ-
ences the complex activity, but also all activities contained
therein.
This, in turn leads to two effects. First, constraints can be
specified that apply for a set of activities (cf. aggregation of
constraints in Sect. 4.1). Second, the specification of con-
straints, that apply in a certain context only, is supported.
Consider for instance Work on revision and Revise paper in
Fig. 4. Work on revision is mandatory within the context of
Revise paper. Hence, Work on revision must be executed at
least once whenever Revise paper is executed, but it might
not be executed at all (if Revise paper is not executed).
To illustrate how these two effects enhance expressive-
ness, consider models PMM and PMC in Fig. 5, which solely
use constraints defined in [33]. The chained precedence con-
straint between C and D specifies that for each execution of
D, C and therefore PMC has to be executed directly before.
When executing PMC , in turn, A has to be executed exactly
once and B has to be executed exactly twice (in any order).
Hence, the constraint between C and D actually refers to a
set of activities, i.e., A and B. For each execution of D, A has
to be executed exactly once and B has to be executed exactly
twice. In other words, constraints on A and B are only valid
in the context of PMC . Such behavior cannot be modeled
without hierarchy, using the same set of constraints.
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Fig. 4 Example of a hierarchical declarative process model
4.3 Impact on adaptation
Constructing hierarchical models supports top-down analy-
sis, i.e., creating the top-level model first and further refining
complex activities thereafter. While this seems like a natural
way of dealing with complexity, in some cases, it is desir-
able to transform a flat model to a hierarchical one. In the
following, we will argue why refactoring [59], i.e., changing
hierarchical structures in a control-flow preserving way, is
only possible under certain conditions for declarative process
models. Refactoring requires that any hierarchical model can
be translated into a model without hierarchy, but the same
control-flow behavior (and vice versa). As discussed, expres-
siveness is enhanced by hierarchy. In other words, there exists
control-flow behavior that can be expressed in an hierarchi-
cal model, but not in a model without hierarchy—cf. Fig. 5
for an example. Hence, hierarchical models that make use
of the enhanced expressiveness cannot be expressed as a flat
model, i.e., cannot be refactored.
5 Model understandability
So far, we discussed that hierarchy in declarative process
models is not just a question of structure, but also affects
semantics. In the following, we will describe how these
effects impact the understandability of a declarative process
model. In particular, a framework for assessing the impact of
hierarchy on understandability is proposed in Sect. 5.1 and
empirically tested in Sect. 5.2. Findings and implications are
then discussed in Sect. 5.3.
5.1 Framework for assessing understandability
The influence of hierarchy on model understandability has
been investigated in a number of different modeling lan-
guages, e.g., in ER diagrams [28], imperative business
process models [45], and UML statecharts [6] (for an
overview see [63]). While reported results do not entirely
clarify when and how understandability is affected, a trade-
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Fig. 5 Example of enhanced
expressiveness
off between (sub)model size and degree of hierarchy can be
observed. For instance, in small models hierarchy may have
no [6] or even a negative impact [5], while for large models
a positive influence could be observed [45].
In [63], we introduced a cognitive-psychology-based the-
ory describing when and why hierarchy has an impact on
understandability (for a introduction to cognitive psychology
in business process modeling we refer to [65]). In this work,
we present an enhanced version that is still generic but also
takes the idiosyncrasies of hierarchy in declarative process
models into account. The central concept of the framework is
mental effort [53], i.e., the mental resources required to solve
a problem. In the context of this work, solving a problem
refers to understanding the semantics of a declarative process
model, i.e., answering questions about a model. According
to the framework, hierarchy is the source of two opposing
forces influencing this problem solving process. Positively,
abstraction decreases mental effort by hiding information
and supporting the recognition of patterns. Negatively, frag-
mentation increases mental effort by forcing the analyst to
switch attention between fragments and integrating informa-
tion from fragments.
5.1.1 Abstraction
Hierarchy allows to aggregate model information by hid-
ing the internals of a sub-process using a complex activity.
Thereby, irrelevant information can be hidden from the ana-
lyst, leading to decreased mental effort, as argued in [28].
From the perspective of cognitive psychology, this phenom-
enon can be explained by the concept of attention manage-
ment [23]. During the problem solving process, i.e., answer-
ing a question about a model, attention needs to be guided to
certain parts of a model. For instance, when checking whether
a certain execution trace is supported by a process model,
activities that are not contained in the trace are irrelevant
for answering the question. Here, abstraction allows remov-
ing this irrelevant information, in turn supporting the atten-
tion management system and thus reducing mental effort. To
illustrate this effect for declarative process models, consider
the process model shown in Fig. 4. For answering the ques-
tion, whether Get acceptance can be executed after Complete
writing paper, it is sufficient to look at activities Complete
writing paper, Submit paper, and Get acceptance. In partic-
ular, the constraints between those three activities have to
be considered, while the content of Submit paper is not of
interest for this question. In other words, hierarchy helps to
abstract from all activities contained in Submit paper, making
the question easier to answer.
Besides reducing mental effort by improving attention
management, abstraction presumably supports the identifi-
cation of higher level patterns. It is known that the human’s
perceptual system requires little mental effort for recogniz-
ing certain patterns [23,47], e.g., recognizing a well-known
person does not require thinking, rather this information
can be directly perceived. Similarly, in process models, by
abstracting and thereby aggregating information, presumably
information can be easier perceived. Consider, for example,
the process models depicted in Figs. 3, 4. The models are
(almost) information equivalent, still we argue that for the
model with sub-processes the overall structure and inten-
tion of the process is easier to grasp. By introducing com-
plex activities, it is easier to see that the process is about
iteratively reworking a paper until it gets accepted. For the
sibling-model in Fig. 3, however, the analyst first has to men-
tally group together activities before the overall intention of
the process becomes clear.
5.1.2 Fragmentation
Empirical evidence shows that the influence of hierarchy can
range from positive over neutral to negative (cf. [5,6,28,45]).
To explain the negative influence, we refer to the fragmen-
tation of the model. When extracting a sub-process, model-
ing elements are removed from the parent model and placed
within the sub-process. When answering a question that also
refers to the content of a sub-process, the analyst has to switch
attention between the parent model and the sub-process. In
addition, the analyst has to mentally integrate the sub-process
into the parent model, i.e., interpret constraints in the con-
text of the parent process. From the perspective of cognitive
psychology, these phenomena are known to increase men-
tal effort and are referred to as split-attention effect [54]. To
exemplify this effect, consider the process model in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 6 Framework for assessing hierarchy, adapted from [63]
To determine how often activity Execute submission must be
executed, it is required to look at activity Submit paper too,
as Execute submission is contained therein. In other words,
the analyst has to split attention between these two activities.
In addition, the analyst has to integrate the execution seman-
tics of Submit paper with the execution semantics of Execute
submission. Both activities are mandatory, i.e., must be exe-
cuted at least once, hence for any execution of the overall
process, Execute submission must be executed at least once.
In other words, it is necessary to mentally integrate the con-
straints restricting the execution of Submit paper as well as
constraints restricting the execution of Execute submission.
Please note that fragmentation is inevitable as soon as
modularization is introduced—even for well-modularized
models. Consider, for instance, an analyst who wants to find
all activities that are assigned to a specific role. In this case,
it is very likely that the analyst will have to look through sev-
eral sub-processes to locate all these activities. Hence, the
impact of modularization on the understanding of a model
will depend on whether fragmentation can be compensated
by abstraction, as detailed in the following.
5.1.3 Interplay of abstraction and fragmentation
According to the model illustrated in Fig. 6, a question’s
complexity induces a certain mental effort, e.g., locating an
activity is easier than validating an execution trace. In addi-
tion, mental effort may be decreased by information hiding
and pattern recognition or increased by the need to switch
between sub-processes and integrate information. Thereby,
abstraction as well as fragmentation occur at the same time. A
model without sub-processes apparently cannot benefit from
abstraction, neither is it impacted by fragmentation. By intro-
ducing hierarchy, i.e., creating sub-processes, both abstrac-
tion and fragmentation are stimulated. Whether the introduc-
tion of a new sub-process influences understandability pos-
itively or negatively then depends on whether the influence
of abstraction or fragmentation predominates. For instance,
when introducing hierarchy in a small process model, not
too much influence of abstraction can be expected, as the
model is small anyway. However, fragmentation will appear,
regardless of model size. In other words, hierarchy will most
likely show a negative influence or at best no influence for
small models (cf. [5,7]).
5.2 Empirical evaluation
Up to now, our framework for assessing the impact of hier-
archy on understandability of declarative process models is
based on insights from literature. In the following, we will
test these claims empirically.
5.2.1 Research questions
The research questions followed in this empirical investiga-
tion are derived from the framework presented in Sect. 5.1. In
particular, research question 1 (RQ 1) investigates whether
analysts are able to understand the semantics of sub-
processes. As this requires the analyst to combine the seman-
tics of multiple constraints, it is not obvious a-priori whether
such a task is feasible for an average analyst:
RQ 1 Do analysts understand the semantics of sub-
processes?
Then, research questions 2.1 and 2.2 (RQ 2.1 and RQ 2.2)
investigate whether empirical evidence for the positive influ-
ence of hierarchy, as postulated in Sect. 5.1, can be found. RQ
2.1 thereby examines the role of pattern recognition, whereas
information hiding is approached in RQ 2.2:
RQ 2.1 Does pattern recognition support analysts in
understanding process models?
RQ 2.2 Does information hiding support analysts in
understanding process models?
Finally, research question 3 (RQ 3) explores postulated neg-
ative effects of hierarchy. In particular, RQ 3 investigates
whether fragmentation, i.e., splitting attention and integra-
tion of sub-processes, decreases understandability:
RQ 3 Does fragmentation hinder analysts in understand-
ing process models?
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(c) Tasks per Question
5.2.2 Experimental design
In order to investigate RQ 1 to RQ 3, we adopt a combination
of qualitative and quantitative research methods, as detailed
in the following.3
Experimental process The experiment’s overall process is
lined out in Fig. 7a: First, subjects are randomly, but evenly,
assigned to Group 1 or Group 2. Then, regardless of the group
assignment, demographical data are collected and subjects
are presented with introductory assignments. To support sub-
jects in their task, sheets briefly summarizing the constraint’s
semantics are distributed. Data gathered during the introduc-
tion are not used for analysis. Rather, the introductory tasks
allow subjects to familiarize themselves with the type of tasks
to be performed—ambiguities can be resolved at this stage
without influencing the actual data collection.
After this familiarization phase, subjects are confronted
with the actual models designed for data collection. As shown
in Fig. 7a, four declarative business processes are used; each
of them once modeled with the use of sub-processes and once
modeled without sub-processes (the processes are described
in detail in paragraph Experimental Material). Those four
pairs of process models are then distributed between Group
1 and Group 2 such that subjects are confronted with hierar-
chical models and flat models in an alternating manner, cf.
Fig. 7a.
As detailed in Fig. 7b, for each model, the same procedure
is used. First, the subject is asked to describe what the process
is intended to achieve. Second, the subject is confronted with
four pairs of questions which have been designed to represen-
tatively cover modeling constructs of a declarative process
modeling language (details are presented in paragraph Exper-
imental Material). For each of the questions, in turn, a three-
step procedure is followed, cf. Fig. 7c. First, the subject is
3 The experimental material can be downloaded from: http://bpm.q-e.
at/experiment/HierarchyDeclarative.
asked to answer the question either by Yes, No or Don’t Know.
Second, the subject is asked to assess the expended mental
effort. To this end, a 7-point rating scale is used, which is
known to reliably measure mental effort [17,30]. Third, the
subject is asked to explain why it indicated a certain men-
tal effort. Throughout the experiment, subjects are asked to
constantly voice their thoughts, i.e., to think-aloud, allowing
for a detailed analysis of their reasoning processes [13].
Factor and factor levels Our experiment employs a two-
factorial design with factor hierarchy (factor levels hier-
archical and flat) and factor impact (factor levels abstrac-
tion and fragmentation). The elaboration of process models
with/without sub-processes realizes factor hierarchy, ques-
tions formulated according to the framework from Sect. 5.1
realize factor impact, as detailed in paragraph Experimental
Material.
Experimental material The business processes used in this
experimental design originate from a case study [18], i.e.,
describe real-world business processes. From a set of 24
process models collected in the case study, four process
models were chosen. In order to make the models amenable
for this study, they underwent the following steps. First, the
models were translated to English (the case study was con-
ducted in German). Second, inevitable errors occurring in
modeling sessions were corrected. Third, the process mod-
els had been created without the support of sub-processes.
Hence, a second variant of each process was created that
describes the same process, but makes use of sub-processes.
In Sect. 4.2, we discussed that hierarchy enhances expressive-
ness in declarative models. In this study design, we refrain
from using enhanced expressiveness to keep models compa-
rable.
As summarized in Table 1, process models were chosen
such that the number of activities and number of constraints
vary. In particular, Process 1 and Process 2 have, compared to
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Table 1 Characteristics of
process models Type Proc. 1 Proc. 2 Proc. 3 Proc. 4
Activities Flat 11 8 23 23
Hierarchy 13 9 26 26
Constraints Flat 19 7 30 45
Hierarchy 21 9 28 44
Constr. types 8 4 7 5
Sub-processes Hierarchy 2 1 3 2
Nesting level Hierarchy 1 1 1 1
Domain Software dev. Teaching Electronic company Buying an apartment
Process 3 and Process 4, a small number of activities. In addi-
tion, all processes have a different number of constraints. The
number of activities varies between the flat and hierarchical
model, as complex activities had to be introduced in the hier-
archical models. Similarly, the number of constraint varies, as
processes had to be modeled slightly differently. Since this
is the first study investigating sub-processes in declarative
models, we decided to keep the model’s complexity rather
low. In particular, we ensured that not too many different
types of constraints (at most 8) and sub-processes (at most
3) were used. Likewise, we decided for a maximum nesting
level of 1, i.e., none of the sub-processes referred to another
sub-process.
The experiment’s questions are designed, as follows. First,
for each model, the subject is asked to describe the process
model. The idea of this step is to make the subject familiar
with the process model to minimize learning effects in the
upcoming questions. In addition, by letting subjects freely
describe a process model, we intend to get further insights
how well models are understood. Second, for each model,
4 categories of representative questions have been designed.
In particular, the questions are based on available constraint
types [33], i.e., existence, negation, and ordering. In addi-
tion, trace questions, i.e., whether an execution trace is valid,
are asked to combine aspects of different constraints. For
each category of questions, a pair of questions is designed
according to the understandability framework from Sect. 5.1.
The first question is designed to profit from abstraction, but
not being impaired by fragmentation. Hence, the question
should be easier to be answered in the hierarchical model than
in the flat model. The second question, in turn, is designed
to not being profiting from abstraction, but being impaired
by fragmentation. Hence, the question should be easier to
be answered in the flat model. All in all, for each model, 9
questions are provided—the first one looking into the gen-
eral understanding of declarative processes, the remaining 8
questions alternatively operationalizing positive and negative
effects of hierarchy. Finally, it is ensured that the informa-
tion provided in the process models is sufficient to answer
all questions. In other words, no background knowledge is
required for answering questions, as recommended in [32].
Objects The basic objects of this experimental design are
four declarative business process models, taken from a previ-
ous case study on declarative business process modeling [18].
As indicated, the models were pre-processed, to be available
in a version with sub-processes and a version without sub-
processes, resulting in eight models.
Subjects In order to ensure that measured differences are
caused by the impact of hierarchy rather than by unfamil-
iarity with declarative process modeling, subjects need to be
sufficiently trained. Even though we do not require experts,
subjects should have a good understanding of declarative
processes’ principles.
Instrumentation For each question, subjects received sepa-
rate sheets of paper showing the process model, allowing
them to use a pencil for highlighting or taking notes. In addi-
tion to recording audio, video recording is used, as video
has been proven useful to resolve unclear situations in think-
aloud protocols (cf. [62]). Hence, besides collecting quanti-
tative data in terms of answering questions by ternary choices
(Yes, No, Don’t Know) and measuring mental effort on a 7
point rating scale, qualitative data in terms of think-aloud
protocols are gathered.
Response variables The primary response variable of this
experimental design is the level of understanding that sub-
jects display with respect to the process models. For oper-
ationalization, we measure the mental effort expended for
answering questions as well as the amount of correct answers.
In addition, think-aloud protocols can be used to analyze
errors and their underlying causes in detail.
5.2.3 Experimental execution
Experimental preparation Preparation for the experiment
included the elaboration of process models, associated ques-
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tions, and the demographical survey. In addition, we prepared
material introducing subjects with the tasks to be performed.
In case subjects required clarification of a constraint’s seman-
tics, we prepared sheets briefly summarizing the semantics of
all involved constraints. Finally, models and questions were
printed, audio devices and video camera were checked for
operability. In parallel, subjects were acquired, and if neces-
sary, trained in declarative process modeling.
Experimental Execution The experiment was conducted in
July 2012 in two locations. First, seven subjects participated
at the University of Ulm, followed by two additional sessions
at the University of Innsbruck, i.e., a total of nine subjects
participated. To ensure that subjects were sufficiently familiar
with declarative process modeling, all subjects were provided
with training material that had to be studied. Each session
was organized as follows: In the beginning, the subject was
welcomed to the experiment and instructed to speak thoughts
out aloud. Since the experimental material consisted over 100
sheets of paper containing process models and questions,
we needed to ensure that subjects were not distracted by the
extent of material to be processed. To this end, one supervisor
was seated left to the subject, a second supervisor to the right,
and the sheets containing the experimental material were then
passed from the left to the subject. As soon as the subject had
finished the task, it passed the sheets further to the supervisor
to the right. Hence, no more than a handful of sheets were
presented to subjects at once. Meanwhile, a video camera
video-recorded the subject’s activities and audio-recorded
any uttered thoughts. At the end of each session, a discussion
followed in order to help subjects reflect on the experiment
and to provide us with feedback.
Data Validation In each session, only a single subject partic-
ipated; hence, we could easily ensure that the experimental
setup was obeyed. In addition, we screened whether sub-
jects fitted the targeted profile, i.e., were familiar with BPM
and ConDec [33] in particular; results are summarized in
Table 2. Demographical questions 1–4 dealt with general
knowledge about BPM, i.e., years of modeling experience
(avg. 4.9), the amount of models read in the last year (avg.
75.6), the amount of models created last year (avg. 24.0),
and the average amount of activities those models contained
(avg. 17.7). It can be said that the participants had a profound
background in BPM; in fact, the least experienced subject
had 2.5 years of modeling experience. Questions 5–7 were
concerned with ConDec in particular and were rated on a 7-
point Likert Scale, ranging from “Strongly agree” (7) over
“Neutral” (4) to “Strongly disagree” (1). Subjects were aver-
agely familiar with ConDec (avg. 3.8), averagely confident
in understanding ConDec (avg. 4.1), and averagely confi-
dent in creating ConDec models (avg. 4.1). Questions 8–11
assessed the domain knowledge of subjects, as it is known
Table 2 Demographics
Minimum Maximum Mean
1. Years of modeling experience 2.5 7.0 4.9
2. Models read last year 10.0 250.0 75.6
3. Models created last year 5.0 100.0 24.0
4. Average activities 5.0 50.0 17.7
5. Familiarity ConDec 2.0 6.0 3.8
6. Confidence understanding ConDec 2.0 6.0 4.1
7. Confidence creating ConDec 2.0 6.0 4.1
8. Familiarity software development 4.0 7.0 5.8
9. Familiarity teaching 4.0 7.0 5.6
10. Familiarity electronic companies 1.0 6.0 3.0
11. Familiarity buying apartments 1.0 6.0 3.6
that it can have a significant influence on performance [20];
the same 7-point Likert scale as for question 5–7 was used.
Familiarity with software development (Process 1) was on
average 5.8, familiarity with teaching (Process 2) on aver-
age 5.6, familiarity with electronic companies (Process 3)
3.0, and familiarity with buying apartments (Process 4) 3.6.
Finally, we assessed the subjects’ professional background:
All subjects indicated an academic background.
Up to now, we have discussed the design and execution of
the empirical study and looked into the demographical data.
In the following, we use the gathered data to investigate RQ
1 to RQ 3.
5.2.4 RQ 1: Do analysts understand the semantics of
sub-processes?
As discussed in Sect. 5.1, using hierarchy means to abstract
certain parts of a declarative process model by the means
of sub-processes. However, as soon as the content of a sub-
process is of concern, the sub-process has to be integrated
back into the parent process. For a declarative process model,
this implies that the semantics of constraints referring to the
sub-process and constraints within the sub-process have to be
combined. As argued, this task might not be trivial; hence,
in RQ 1, we investigate whether analysts are basically able
to perform this integration task.
In the following, we approach RQ 1 in two steps. First, we
classify questions with respect to correctness, i.e., whether
a question was answered correctly. Then, we turn toward
the think-aloud protocols to investigate error sources. As
illustrated in Fig. 8, in total, 288 questions were asked in
this experiment (9 subjects × 4 models × 8 questions =
288). In the following, we inspect the upper branch in which
questions asked for hierarchical models are summarized. In
total, 144 questions were asked for hierarchical models, of
which 133 (92.3 %) were answered correctly and 11 (7.7 %)
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(4, 2.8%)    
were answered incorrectly. Apparently, less questions were
answered incorrectly in flat models: 4 out of 144 (2.8 %).
However, when looking into error sources, it becomes clear
that hierarchy is responsible only for a fraction of incorrect
answers. In particular, 4 (2.8 %) errors could be traced back
to integration of constraints, i.e., when subjects had to com-
bine the semantics of several constraints in order to answer
a question. Another 1 (0.7 %) question was answered incor-
rectly due to an ambiguous wording, i.e., the subject mis-
understood the wording of a question. Two (1.4 %) ques-
tions were answered incorrectly due to insufficient knowl-
edge about declarative process models. Finally, 4 (2.8 %)
questions could be traced back to the presence of hierarchy,
i.e., were answered incorrectly because subjects did not prop-
erly understand the meaning of constraints in sub-processes
in the context of the parent process. In other words, in these
cases, subjects had troubles understanding the semantics of
the sub-process.
The main findings are hence as follows: First, analysts
averagely familiar with ConDec (cf. Table 2) are reasonably
capable of interpreting ConDec models, as indicated by the
fact that 273 out of 288 (94.8 %) questions were answered
correctly. Second, the collected data indicate that analysts
are capable of interpreting hierarchical models (133 out of
144 question correct, 92.3 %), only 4 questions (2.8 %) were
answered incorrectly due to hierarchy. Therefore, we con-
clude that averagely trained analysts are able to interpret
hierarchical declarative process models—however, hierarchy
might also be a potential error source. This finding is also in-
line with the framework presented in Sect. 5.1, i.e., hierarchy
is feasible, but has to be applied carefully.
Besides showing that hierarchy is feasible, these findings
are also relevant for declarative process models in general.
In particular, it has been claimed that process models with
a large number of constraints are hard to understand, as the
analyst has to keep track of all constraints [33,68]. When
analyzing the distribution of errors in Fig. 8, this assumption
is further substantiated. In particular, without considering
errors conducted due to hierarchy, 11 errors were commit-
ted in total. Thereof, 5 errors can be attributed to problems
with the experimental execution, i.e., in 2 cases a question
was worded ambiguously and in further 3 cases the sub-
ject was hindered by lacking knowledge about declarative
process models. The remaining 6 errors were classified as
“integration of constraints”, i.e., when subjects had to inte-
grate the semantics of several constraints. Hence, it can be
concluded that problems in understanding are not caused by
single constraints, rather the interplay of several constraints
seems to pose a significant challenge. Given this finding, it
seems plausible that the computer-based automated inter-
pretation of constraints can lead to significant improvements
in the maintenance of declarative process models [64,67]
and the execution of declarative process models [61]. Having
established that analysts are able to understand the semantics
of sub-processes, we now turn to the question in how far the
adoption of hierarchy generates positive effects.
5.2.5 RQ 2.1: Does pattern recognition support analysts in
understanding process models?
In Sect. 5.1, we argued that hierarchy supports the analyst in
understanding the overall intention of a process. In the fol-
lowing, we will approach this research question in two steps.
First, we use think-aloud protocols to identify patterns in
understanding declarative process models. Then, we analyze
in how far sub-processes support this process of understand-
ing and how it relates to the understandability framework
presented in Sect. 5.
As described in Sect. 5.2.2, we asked participating sub-
jects to voice their thoughts. For the investigation of RQ 2.1,
we transcribed the recorded audio files and analyzed how
subjects handled the question in which they were asked to
describe the processes’ behavior, cf. Fig. 7b. The analy-
sis showed that, regardless of whether sub-processes were
present or not, subjects described the process in the order
activities were supposedly executed, i.e., tried to describe
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the process in a sequential way. Hence, as first step, sub-
jects skimmed over the process model to find an entry point
where they could start with describing the process: “. . . Ok,
this is the, this is the first activity because it has this init
constraint. . .”. Interestingly, subjects seemed to appreciate
when a clear starting point for their explanations could be
found: “. . . it is nice that we have an init activity, so I can
start with this. . .”. A declarative process model, however,
does not necessarily have an unique entry point, apparently
causing confusion: “Well. . . gosh. . . I’ve got no clue where
to start in this model. . .”4. After having identified an entry
point, subjects tried to figure out in which order activities
are to be executed: “And after given duties to the appren-
tices there should come these two tasks. . .”. Finally, sub-
jects indicated where the process supposedly ends: “. . . the
process ends with the activity give lessons. . ..”
The sequential way of describing the process models is
rather surprising, as it is known that declarative process mod-
els rather convey circumstantial information, i.e., overall con-
ditions that produce an outcome, than sequential information,
i.e., how the outcome is achieved [14,15]. In other words,
in an imperative model, sequences are made explicit, e.g.,
through sequence flows in BPMN. In a declarative process
model, however, such information might not be available
at all. For instance, the coexistence constraint [33] defines
that two activities must occur in the same process instance
(or do not occur at all)—the ordering of the activities is
not prescribed. As subjects still rather talked about declara-
tive process models in a sequential manner, it appears as if
they preferred this kind of information. Interestingly, simi-
lar observations could be made in a case study investigating
declarative process modeling [62]. Therein, sequential infor-
mation, such as “A before B” or “then C”, was preferred for
communication.
With respect to this work, the question is in how far sub-
processes can support analysts in making sense of the process
model. Given that analysts apparently seek for a sequential
way of describing the process model, it seems likely that the
task of describing a model gets harder for large models, as
the analyst cannot just follow sequence flows as in BPMN
models, but has to infer which activity could be executed
next. Hence, the more activities are present, the more possi-
bilities the analyst has to rule out. Conversely, sub-processes
reduce the number of activities per (sub-)model, hence sim-
plifying this task. In order to see whether empirical evidence
for this claim could be found, we analyzed the mental effort
required for describing process models. During our analysis,
4 We allowed subjects to choose their preferred language in order to
avoid unnecessary language barriers. The original quote was uttered in
Tyrolean dialect: “jå Oiski! Poiski! Då woas ma jå nit wo ånfangn bei
dem bledn Modell . . .”. To improve the comprehensibility of the paper,
we translated the quote to English
we have seen that each subject showed a different base-level
of mental effort. Hence, a comparison of absolute values of
mental effort will be influenced by different base levels. To
cancel out this influence and to make mental effort compa-
rable between subjects, we base our analysis on the relative
mental effort, i.e., the mental effort expended for answering
a question divided by the average mental effort expended
for answering a question about a process model. Thus, for
instance, a value of 0.78 indicates that the subject expended
78 % of the average mental effort. Contrariwise, a value of
2.00 indicates that the task was twice as hard as an average
task in terms of mental effort.
When comparing the relative mental effort required for
describing flat models (M = 1.68, SD = 0.72) and hierar-
chical models (M = 1.63, SD = 0.72), however, differences
turned out to be marginal (0.05). Nevertheless, this result
does not contradict the assumption that sub-processes can
improve understanding. Rather, we postulated that mental
effort will be lower for large process models. Indeed, if the
same analysis is performed for the larger models (Process 3
and Process 4), the difference with respect to relative men-
tal effort between flat models (M = 1.93, SD = 0.93) and
hierarchical models (M = 1.55, SD = 0.37) increases to
0.38, i.e., hierarchical models are easier to understand. Like-
wise, for small models, the difference between flat models
(M = 1.43, SD = 0.28) and hierarchical models (M =
1.72, SD = 0.50) increases to −0.29, i.e., hierarchical mod-
els are harder to understand. These findings are in-line with
the framework presented in Sect. 5.1: While large models
apparently benefit from information hiding, small models
are rather impaired by fragmentation.
So far, we discussed how sub-processes influence ana-
lysts in establishing an understanding of a declarative process
model. In the following, we investigate in how far the recog-
nition of patterns can support the process analyst. To this end,
we will now turn to results obtained from Process 3. Process
3 captures procedures from a company selling electronic
devices5: After having completed initial tasks, employees
either supervise apprentices, handle incoming goods or deal
with customer complaints—in the hierarchical model, these
three procedures are modeled as sub-processes. Unsurpris-
ingly, all subjects that received the hierarchical model recog-
nized these sub-processes. Interestingly, also all subjects that
received the flat model described the same sub-processes.
However, in contrast to subjects that received hierarchical
models, it took them considerably longer to understand that
the model could be partitioned this way. In order to visual-
ize this relation, we assessed at which point in time subjects
mentioned those sub-processes for the first time. In order to
5 Due to size, the process models cannot be reproduced here mean-
ingfully, but can be accessed through: http://bpm.q-e.at/experiment/
HierarchyDeclarative.
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Fig. 9 Duration until first
mentioning of sub-processes










eliminate fluctuations such as talking speed, we refrained
from looking into absolute duration. Rather, we computed
the ratio of the time needed for recognizing the sub-processes
divided by the total duration spent for describing the process
model. As illustrated in Fig. 9, subjects confronted with
the flat model tended to recognize the sub-processes for
the first time toward the end of the task only, while sub-
jects confronted with hierarchical models recognized the
sub-processes earlier. In particular, for flat models, subjects
mentioned sub-process after having expended 62 % of the
total time. For hierarchical models, the average ratio dropped
to 17 %.
Even though the data indicate that sub-processes could
be identified earlier, the question remains why sub-processes
were not identified immediately. The answer to this ques-
tion can be found in the way subjects described the process
models: All subjects described the process in the order activ-
ities were supposedly executed. As the sub-processes were
to be executed after some initial tasks were performed,
subjects first described the initial tasks and then the sub-
processes. Still, two different patterns could be observed.
Subjects who received the hierarchical models mentioned
the sub-processes and then described their content. Subject
who received flat models rather described the entire model
first and toward the end stated that they think that the model
could actually be split according to these sub-processes.
Obviously, it is not surprising that subjects mentioned
sub-processes earlier in hierarchical models as sub-processes
have been explicitly represented. However, when looking
into mental effort, similar observations can be made. For
flat models, a relative mental effort of 2.00 (200 %) was
computed, and for hierarchical models, it dropped to 1.53
(153 %)—providing further evidence that hierarchy was ben-
eficial in this case.
Even though these observations provide empirical evi-
dence for the positive influence of pattern recognition for
Process 3, no pattern recognition could be found in Processes
1, 2, and 4. As indicated in the first part of this research ques-
tion, the size of a model has an impact on whether hierarchy
is helping or rather interfering. Likewise, it can be expected
that a certain model size is required for pattern recognition,
explaining why no effects could be found for Process 1 and
Process 2. This, however, does not explain why subjects did
not identify sub-processes in Process 4—a potential expla-
nation for this difference can be found in its structure. In
particular, the process is to a large extent modeled with prece-
dence constraints, i.e., a constraint that restricts the ordering
of activities. Hence, subjects could use these constraints to
move through the process model in a sequential way. For
Process 3, however, such a behavior was not possible, as also
constraints that did not convey any sequential information
at all (e.g., the not coexistence constraint [33]) were used.
Hence, subjects were forced to approach the process model
differently. Apparently, the strategy was to divide the process
model into parts that could be tackled sequentially—resulting
in the described sub-processes.
Furthermore, in Sect. 4.1, we discussed that sub-processes
need to relate to a certain intention. Indeed, subjects who
identified sub-processes in Process 3 described them rather
in terms of intentions than on the basis of structure: “. . . here
in this part is about, uhm, managing the apprentices works
and also giving the duties . . . this part here is about . . . ah,
checking the quality of the good, the incoming good.”. Hence,
this may be an additional reason why sub-processes were
only identified in Process 3. Apparently, particular activi-
ties of Process 3 shared a common intention, e.g., “checking
the quality of the good”, making them amenable for being
extracted as a sub-process. For Process 1, 2, and 4, it can
be assumed that such intentions were not given or were not
recognized by the subjects.
To summarize, the collected data indicate that sub-
processes appear to negatively influence the overall under-
standing of rather small hierarchical declarative process mod-
els, but improve understanding if model size increases. In
addition, subjects seemed to approach process models in
a sequential manner. When this was not possible, subjects
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Table 3 Descriptive statistics of abstraction questions
Mental effort Accuracy
Min. Max. Avg. Min. Max. Avg.
Process 1 Flat 0.84 1.11 0.97 1.00 1.00 1.00
Hierarchical 0.80 1.13 1.01 0.75 1.00 0.94
Process 2 Flat 0.91 1.07 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00
Hierarchical 0.84 1.00 0.90 1.00 1.00 1.00
Process 3 Flat 1.03 1.29 1.14 1.00 1.00 1.00
Hierarchical 0.92 1.10 1.01 0.75 1.00 0.94
Process 4 Flat 1.08 1.14 1.10 0.75 1.00 0.94
Hierarchical 1.00 1.03 1.01 0.75 1.00 0.95
apparently tried to divide the process model in manage-
able, potentially sequential chunks. For hierarchical models,
these divisions could directly be perceived in form of sub-
processes, hence further supporting the overall understanding
of the process model.
5.2.6 RQ 2.2: Does information hiding support analysts in
understanding process models?
Besides fostering the recognition of patterns, we argued that
information hiding, i.e., using sub-processes to abstract from
their content, will support analysts (cf. Fig. 6). In particular,
removing information irrelevant for conducting the task at
hand will presumably result in a lower mental effort and con-
sequently in higher performance. To investigate this claim,
we elaborated questions that could be answered without look-
ing into sub-processes. For instance, consider the declarative
process model from Fig. 4 and the following question: “Must
’Complete writing paper’ be executed before ’Get accep-
tance’ can be executed?”. To answer this question, it is suf-
ficient to consider activities Complete writing paper, Submit
paper, and Get acceptance as well as constraints connecting
those activities, i.e., 3 activities and 3 constraints. In partic-
ular, the analyst can infer that those activities are connected
by (chained) succession constraints [33], hence the answer is
yes. For answering the question in the flat model (cf. Fig. 3),
also all constraints and activities describing the relationship
between Complete writing paper and Get acceptance have to
considered. Hence, in this case, 4 activities and 6 constraints
are of concern. In terms of the framework from Sect. 5.1,
such questions will presumably benefit from abstraction, as
model elements are hidden in sub-processes, but will not be
impaired by fragmentation, as it is not necessary to look into
any sub-process for answering the question. Consequently,
such questions should be easier to answer in the hierarchical
model, resulting in a lower mental effort and higher accuracy,
i.e., percentage of correct answers. In order to investigate
this research question, we first approach it from a quantita-
tive angle, i.e., we analyze the mental effort and accuracy
of questions. Then, we take a qualitative point of view and
inspect the think-aloud protocols for evidence of information
hiding.
The relative mental efforts for abstraction questions are
summarized in Table 3. Except for Process 1, the relative
mental effort was always higher in the flat model. To test
for statistical significance, we compared the average men-
tal effort for all process models, giving us 36 data points (9
subjects × 4 models). The applied t-test between questions
asked for flat models (M = 1.05, SD = 0.11) and ques-
tions asked for hierarchical models (M = 0.98, SD = 0.09)
indicated significant differences: t (34) = 2.10, p = 0.043,
with higher mental effort for questions asked for flat mod-
els. With respect to accuracy, i.e., the amount of correctly
answered questions, Table 3 provides less conclusive evi-
dence. In fact, accuracy is identical for Process 2, almost
identical for Process 4 and higher for Process 1 and Process
3. Unsurprisingly, the applied t-test between questions asked
for flat models (M = 0.99, SD = 0.06) and questions asked
for hierarchical models (M = 0.96, SD = 0.10) does not
indicate significant differences: t(28.24) = 1.05, p = 0.30,
with lower accuracy for hierarchical models. Summarizing,
empirical evidence for the positive influence of information
hiding on mental effort could be provided, whereas the influ-
ence on accuracy remains less clear.
Summarizing, the data indicate that information hiding
decreases mental effort—however, no positive influence with
respect to accuracy could be observed. Knowing that effects
can be considered to be strong when statistically significant
for small samples [46] and that mental effort and accuracy
have been shown to correlate [64], it seems surprising that
no statistical significant differences with respect to accu-
racy could be found. In the following, we will discuss two
potential explanations for this seemingly contradictory sit-
uation. First, the high overall accuracy (0.97) and the low
standard deviation (0.08) indicate that the lack of significant
differences could be attributed to the ceiling effect [57]. In
other words, the questions were not hard enough or the mod-
els were too small to cause a substantial amount of errors,
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resulting in low fluctuations of accuracy. In fact, the aver-
age mental effort was 3.43, i.e., between Low mental effort
and Neither high nor low mental effort. Second, it has been
argued that mental effort is a more sensitive measure than
accuracy [64]. Likewise, larger samples are required to show
statistical significant differences. Thus, it seems likely that
the lack of significant differences with respect to accuracy
can be traced back to the rather low sample size (36 data
points) and the low complexity of tasks.
Up to now we focused on quantitative data to investigate
the influence of information hiding. In the following, we turn
to the think-aloud protocols and video recordings, discussing
qualitative evidence for the utilization of information hid-
ing. In particular, regardless of whether sub-processes were
present or not, a two-step procedure could be observed. In the
first step, subjects identified all activities relevant for answer-
ing a question. Apparently depending on personal preference,
subjects used a pencil to highlight these activities or sim-
ply placed a finger on the paper. In cognitive psychology,
this is referred to as external memory [65]. The informa-
tion, which activities have to considered for answering the
question, is stored externally instead of taking up the human
mind’s working memory. In the second step, subjects per-
formed the reasoning, i.e., interpreted the constraints relevant
for these activities. Interestingly, after step 1 was performed,
we could observe subjects actively pursuing information hid-
ing. In particular, in hierarchical models, sheets of papers that
contained irrelevant sub-processes for the question at hand
were removed, e.g., “I don’t need this here I think. . ..” A
similar pattern could be observed in the flat models: After
having identified which parts of the model are relevant for
answering the question at hand, subjects followed various
strategies for hiding irrelevant information. For instance, a
hand was used to cover up irrelevant parts of the model (“. . .
this part of the model cannot be performed. . .”) or the rele-
vant part of the models was highlighted: “. . . cannot occur,
since I’ve got here some kind of partial process. . .”6. Hence,
we conclude that information hiding appears to be a strategy
that is intuitively followed by subjects. Interestingly, also for
flat models, where all information is present at once, subjects
emulated information hiding by covering up irrelevant parts
of the model. Still, as indicated in Table 3, information hid-
ing seems to be rather present in hierarchical models than in
flat models.
5.2.7 RQ 3: Does fragmentation hinder analysts in
understanding Process models?
After having provided empirical evidence that analysts are
basically able to understand hierarchy (RQ 1) and positive
6 Original quote: “…cannot occur, da ich hier so’n Teilprozess hab. . .”.
influence of sub-processes (RQ 2.1 and RQ 2.2), now we turn
to the postulated negative influence. As argued in Sect. 5.1,
tasks that involve the content of several sub-processes require
the analyst to mentally integrate these sub-processes, impos-
ing a higher mental effort and leading to lower performance.
In order to empirically investigate this claim and similar to
RQ 2.2, we elaborated questions that presumably do not ben-
efit from abstraction, but suffer from fragmentation. Hence,
such questions should be easier to be answered in a flat model,
as they are not negatively influenced by hierarchy. More pre-
cisely, questions answered in the hierarchical model should
require a higher mental effort and have lower accuracy. Con-
sidering Fig. 4, such a questions could be: “Is ’Work on revi-
sion’ executable after ’Get acceptance’ was executed?”. To
answer this question, the analyst has to locate Work on revi-
sion within sub-process Revise paper. Then, the analyst has
to infer that the negation response constraint [33] between
Get acceptance and Revise paper also affects the execution
of Work on revision. Hence, Work on revision cannot be exe-
cuted after Get acceptance. In the flat model (cf. Fig. 3), Work
on revision and Get acceptance are directly connected by a
negation response constraint. Thus, it is sufficient to inter-
pret the meaning of a single constraint. Similar to RQ 2.2,
we start by approaching RQ 3 from a quantitative angle and
take a qualitative point of view afterward.
The analysis of results follows the same strategy as applied
in RQ 2.2, i.e., we computed the relative mental effort and
accuracy for all models. As can be see in Table 4, the data indi-
cate a higher average mental effort for questions that were
asked in the hierarchical model (M = 1.02, SD = 0.10)
than for flat models (M = 0.95, SD = 0.11). In particular,
the average mental effort is higher in all hierarchical models,
except for Process 1. As in RQ 2.2, we employed a t-test to
test for statistical significance: t (34) = −2.10, p = 0.043,
with higher mental effort for hierarchical models. For accu-
racy, the picture is less clear. For Process 1 and Process 3, the
accuracy was higher in the flat model, in Process 2, differ-
ences are marginal, whereas in Process 4, accuracy was lower
in the flat version. Likewise, also the applied t test between
questions asked in hierarchical models (M = 0.89, SD =
0.15) and questions asked in flat models (M = 0.96, SD =
0.10) was not significant: t (28.46) = 1.63, p = 0.12, with
lower accuracy for hierarchical models. Hence, similar to
RQ 2.2, we could provide empirical evidence for the neg-
ative influence of hierarchy on mental effort, but could not
show differences with respect to accuracy.
Interestingly, a similar pattern of results as described in
RQ 2.2 could be observed. Again, mental effort was signifi-
cantly different, while no significant differences with respect
to accuracy could be shown. In RQ 2.2, we argued that these
results were to a certain extent caused by the ceiling effect,
i.e., high accuracy and low standard deviation. In RQ 3, fur-
ther evidence for this assumption is provided. More specifi-
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Table 4 Descriptive statistics of fragmentation questions
Mental effort Accuracy
Min. Max. Avg. Min. Max. Avg.
Process 1 Flat 0.89 1.16 1.03 0.75 1.00 0.95
Hierarchical 0.87 1.20 0.99 0.75 0.75 0.75
Process 2 Flat 0.93 1.09 1.02 0.75 1.00 0.94
Hierarchical 1.00 1.18 1.10 0.75 1.00 0.95
Process 3 Flat 0.71 0.97 0.86 1.00 1.00 1.00
Hierarchical 0.90 1.08 0.99 0.50 1.00 0.81
Process 4 Flat 0.86 0.92 0.90 0.75 1.00 0.94
Hierarchical 0.97 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00
cally, the mean accuracy was lower (0.92 vs. 0.97), while the
standard deviation increased (0.13 vs. 0.08). In line with these
changes, also the p value reported by the t test dropped near
significance (0.12 vs. 0.30). Hence, it seems likely that also
for RQ 3 lack of significant differences with respect to accu-
racy can be traced back to sample size and low complexity of
tasks. Nevertheless, empirical evidence for the negative influ-
ence of hierarchy in terms of mental effort could be provided.
In order to enhance RQ 3 with qualitative insights, we
examined the think-aloud protocols for evidence of fragmen-
tation. A particularly explicit case of fragmentation can be
found in question 4 from Process 2. Here, subjects were asked
to answer how often Decide on teaching method, contained
in sub-process Prepare lessons, could be executed. Decide
on teaching method was constrained to be executed exactly
once in the sub-process Prepare lessons. Prepare lessons, in
turn, was also restricted to be executed exactly once. Hence,
subjects had to combine these two constraints to find out that
Decide on teaching method could be executed exactly once.
The reasoning process required to establish this answer can
be found in a subject’s think-aloud protocol: “. . .yes, has to
be executed exactly once . . . it is in this sub-process of pre-
pare lessons. Prepare lessons has to be executed exactly once
and also in the sub-process exactly once. One times one is
one. . .”7. As described in RQ 2.2, subjects first located rel-
evant activities and then interpreted associated constraints.
In this particular case, the subject understood that it had
to combine the selection constraint on Decide on teaching
method with the selection constraint on Prepare lessons, i.e.,
had to integrate these two selection constraints. Even though
this integration task appears especially easy (“one times one
is one”), it emphasizes the problem of fragmentation: It
7 Original quote: “…ja, muss immer genau einmal ausgeführt werden,
das is in dem, es is in dem Subprozess von prepare lessons. Prepare
lessons muss genau einmal ausgeführt werden und das muss in dem
Subprozess genau einmal, und ein mal eins ergibt bei mir auch wieder
eins. . .”.
requires the analyst to combine the semantics of (potentially)
several constraints. This, in turn, has been shown to be the
major reason for misinterpreting declarative process mod-
els (cf. RQ 1), providing further empirical evidence for the
negative influence of fragmentation.
An apparently especially difficult integration task can be
found in a fragment of Process 1, cf. Fig. 10. In particular,
the subjects had to assess the statement “’Write code’ has
to be executed before ’Merge fix’ can be executed.”. To this
end, three facts have to be combined. First, Write code is
contained in sub-process Apply TDD, while Merge fix can be
found in sub-process Work with production software. Second,
Apply TDD and Work with production software are connected
by a precedence constraint, hence Apply TDD must be exe-
cuted before Work with production software can be executed.
Hence, it could mistakenly be inferred that Write code must
be executed before Merge fix can be executed. However, third,
Write code is not necessarily executed when Apply TDD is
executed. Rather, Write test must be executed at least once
and consequently also Run tests must be executed at least
once due to the chained response constraint [33] between
these two activities. Write code, though, is not required—
hence, Merge fix can also be executed without Write code
being performed before.
For illustration purpose, consider the following excerpt
from a think-aloud transcript: “Write code has to be, write
code, where are you, here, has to be executed before merge
fix can be executed.”. Here the subject searches for activ-
ities Write code and Merge fix. Then, the subject exam-
ines the relationship between the sub-processes which con-
tain these activities: “Yes, because before, ahm, before work
with production software which is the sub-process where
merge fix is . . . apply TDD has to be performed before.”.
Here, the subject apparently falsely integrates the prece-
dence constraint between Apply TDD and Work with produc-
tion software with the activities contained therein. Know-
ing that the subject answered 29 out of 32 (91 %) ques-
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Fig. 10 Declarative process
model with difficult integration
task
tions correctly, it can be assumed that the subject tried its
best to answer the questions correctly. Hence, we conclude
that this task indeed posed a significant challenge for the
subject.
5.3 Discussion
The presented results show a diversified picture of hierarchy
in declarative models. Basically, the findings of RQ 1 indi-
cate that analysts are able to properly interpret sub-processes.
However, the adoption of sub-processes does not necessar-
ily improve the understandability of a model. While pattern
recognition (RQ 2.1) and information hiding (RQ 2.2) may
lower the mental effort for understanding a process model,
fragmentation (RQ 3) appears to impose an additional burden
on the analyst.
Besides providing empirical support for the understand-
ability framework proposed in Sect. 5.1, the results indi-
cate that the benefits of a hierarchization depend on which
kind of information should be extracted. In other words, if
the question an analyst is interested in, rather benefits from
abstraction than being impaired by fragmentation, under-
standability will presumably improve. Contrariwise, if frag-
mentation prevails, the model will presumably become more
difficult to understand. Thus, it seems worthwhile to maxi-
mize the ratio of abstraction to fragmentation. In this sense,
dynamic process visualizations [1,22,43] seem to be promis-
ing, as they allow to visualize the process model according
to the analyst’s demands. In the context of this work, such a
dynamic visualization would ensure that all relevant model-
ing elements are visible, while irrelevant modeling elements
are hidden in sub-processes. This, however, would require an
automated restructuring of hierarchical declarative process
models. Such techniques, however, are not in place yet and
only possible for process models that do not make use of
enhanced expressiveness (cf. Sect. 4.2).
Hence, for the time being, analysts will have to rely on sta-
tically visualized process models, as used in this work. For
the interpretation of such models, we could identify different
strategies in the think-aloud protocols and video material.
Basically, analysts appear to approach declarative process
models in a sequential manner, i.e., they tend to describe the
process in the ordering activities can be executed. Knowing
that imperative process modeling languages, e.g., BPMN,
are much wider spread than declarative process modeling
languages, one might argue that this indicates that subjects
were biased by the former category of modeling languages.
On the other hand, it was found that domain experts, i.e., per-
sons unfamiliar with business process modeling, were also
inclined toward sequential behavior [62]. Hence, it seems
likely that the abstract nature of declarative process models
does not naturally fit the human way of reasoning. Evidence
that constraints indeed may pose a significant challenge for
the analyst could be found in the tasks where subjects were
asked to describe a process model. Therein, we could find
indications that for the larger process models, sub-processes
helped to divide the model into manageable parts, i.e., the
number of interacting constraints seems to play an essential
role. Further evidence for this thesis is provided by the find-
ing that subjects intuitively sought to reduce the number of
constraints by, e.g., putting away sheets describing irrelevant
sub-processes or, in a flat model, using the hand to hide irrel-
evant parts of the model. Unsurprisingly, it has been shown
that relieving analysts from interpreting constraints supports
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the maintenance [64,67] and execution of declarative process
models [61].
In this work, we have not considered the granularity of
modularizations. Likewise, we have not investigated whether
correct levels of abstraction have been applied for sub-
processes, as discussed in detail in [11,41]. Rather, our work
has to be seen as an orthogonal perspective to these aspects.
Even when optimizing granularity and abstraction levels, a
process model may be modularized in various ways. The
framework proposed in this work may then be used as an
additional perspective, helping the analyst to decide for a
specific modularization.
Similarly, the results have to been in the light of guide-
lines for modularization. For instance, according to the good
decomposition model [58], proper modularization should sat-
isfy minimality, determinism, losslessness, weak coupling,
and strong cohesion. Again, abstraction and fragmentation
have to be seen as an additional perspective. Basically, satis-
fying the conditions of the good decomposition model can be
related to optimizing the ratio between abstraction and frag-
mentation. For instance, achieving strong cohesion clearly
aims at increasing abstraction by keeping closely related
objects together (non-related object will have to be placed
in different sub-models to achieve strong cohesion, hence
fostering abstraction). Weak coupling, in turn, aims at min-
imizing fragmentation by minimizing connections between
sub-models and hence decreasing potential switches between
sub-models. Losslessness, i.e., that no information is lost
when introducing sub-processes, is not captured in our frame-
work, as the focus of our work is put on models rather than
on their creation. Finally, achieving minimality, i.e., non-
redundancy, and determinism seem desirable for modular-
ization. However, in our opinion, these factors are not nec-
essarily related to decomposition only, but should be rather
seen as general modeling guidelines that also hold for non-
modularized models. As our framework specifically focuses
on modularization, we do not see a direct connection between
our framework.
With respect to empirical investigations of hierarchical
models in general, the interplay of positive and negative
influences is also of interest. In particular, it doubts in how
far results obtained in empirical comparisons between flat
and hierarchical models are meaningful if questions have
not been designed carefully. More specifically, in this work,
significant results with respect to mental effort could be
reported for abstraction in RQ 2.2 and for fragmentation in
RQ 3. If, however, the distinction between abstraction and
fragmentation is not made and comparisons are conducted
between flat models (M = 1.00, SD = 0.12) hierarchical
models (M = 1.00, SD = 0.09) only, effects disappear:
t (70) = 0.00, p = 1.00. Likewise, similar observations
could be observed from a qualitative angle. In particular, sub-
jects were found to actively make use of information hiding
and remarked that they were lost when model size increased
due to lack of sub-processes—indicating the positive influ-
ence of hierarchy. Contrariwise, subjects could be observed
struggling with combining the semantics of several sub-
processes, i.e., struggled with fragmentation. Hence, merely
comparing hierarchical models and flat models seems to be
too shortsighted. Rather, in the experimental design, positive
and negative effects should be distinguished. Against this
background, seemingly contradicting results from empirical
investigations into hierarchy can be explained in a plausible
way. In works reporting from positive influence, e.g., [28,45],
questions benefiting from abstraction probably prevailed. In
inconclusive works, e.g., [6,49], questions benefitting from
abstraction and questions impaired by fragmentation were
probably in balance. In works reporting from negative influ-
ence, in turn, e.g., [5,9], probably questions impaired by frag-
mentation prevailed.
6 Limitations
Apparently, several limitations, particularly concerning the
empirical investigation, apply to this work. First, the empiri-
cal evaluation provides promising results; however, the rather
low sample size (9 subjects) is a clear threat to the gener-
alization of results. Second, even though the process mod-
els used in this study vary in the number of activities, con-
straints, and sub-processes, it is not entirely clear whether the
obtained results are applicable to every hierarchical declar-
ative process models. In this vein, we have also considered
process models with a nesting level of one only, i.e., none of
the sub-processes was refined using further sub-processes.
As it has been shown that an overuse of sub-processes may
negatively impact the understanding of a model [9], the lim-
ited nesting level has to be seen as a further limitation of
this study. Third, and similarly, the questions used to assess
the understandability can only address a limited number of
aspects. Even though questions were designed to representa-
tively cover several aspects of models (cf. [24]), a bias favor-
ing certain questions cannot be ruled out entirely. Fourth, all
participating subjects indicated academic background, limit-
ing the generalization of results. However, subjects also indi-
cated profound background in BPM; hence, we argue that
they can be seen as proxies for professionals. Finally, this
work focuses on control-flow aspects of declarative models.
Other perspectives of process models, such as resources or
data, have not been taken into account yet.
7 Related work
In this work, we discussed characteristics of hierarchy in
declarative process models and the impact on understandabil-
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ity. The impact of hierarchy on understandability has been
studied in various conceptual modeling languages, such as
imperative business process models [45], ER diagrams [28,
49], and UML statechart diagrams [5,7,8] (an overview is
presented in [63]). General considerations about modular-
ization, resulting in the good decomposition model [58],
have been adopted for the modularization of object-oriented
design [2] and the modularization of Event-driven Process
Chains [19]. Guidelines for the use of sub-processes in
imperative process models are provided in [21,26,48]. Even
though these works provide valuable insights into hierar-
chical models, none of these works deals with declarative
process models. The understandability of declarative process
models in general has been investigated in [66–68]; however,
in contrast to this work, hierarchy is not discussed. With
respect to understandability of process models in general,
work dealing with the understandability of imperative busi-
ness process models is related. In [26], modeling guidelines
are presented that target to improve the understandability of
imperative process models. In particular, it is stressed that the
size of a model has “undesirable effects on understandabil-
ity and likelihood of errors” [26] and that imperative process
models should be decomposed if growing larger than 50 mod-
eling elements, hence emphasizing the need for information
hiding through modularization. In how far further imperative-
model-specific insights, such as the connector degree, i.e.,
ingoing and outgoing arcs from connectors, can be trans-
ferred to declarative process models, still needs to be inves-
tigated. Similarly, in [12,56] the understanding of process
models is assessed through the adoption of structural met-
rics. In [25], the relationship between the size of imperative
process models and error rates is established.
In this work, we focused on the outcome of a process mod-
eling endavour, i.e., the process model. Recently, researchers
have also began to investigate the process of creating a
process model, referred to as the process of process mod-
eling [39]. Similar to this work, the way how analysts make
sense of a process model while creating it is investigated—for
instance, by visualizing the process of process modeling [3].
Similarly, different personalized modeling styles [38] and
modeling strategies have been identified [4]. Even though
all these works focus on an imperative modeling language,
i.e., a subset of BPMN, similar investigations into declara-
tive process modeling languages seem promising. Likewise,
also methodological considerations of how to come up with
a proper modularization are related. For instance, in [11] a
development method, which foresees the creation of modu-
larized business processes, is described.
Besides assessing the understandability of modulariza-
tion, several authors investigated potential ways of automat-
ically creating modularized models. In particular, in [40],
an approach for automatically aggregating activities based
the most relevant activities of a process model is proposed.
Similarly, in [51], an approach for the automated abstraction
of control flow, based on behavioral profiles, is described.
Another automated approach for modularization is described
in [50]—here, meronymy relations between activity labels
are employed to automate modularization. Even though these
approaches promise to provide abstraction in an automated
way, it is unclear in how far the created models will be under-
standable to the end-user, which is of concern in this work.
Further, the application to declarative process models are not
discussed.
Finally, in [27,33], technical aspects of declarative busi-
ness process models, such as the definition of modeling lan-
guages or verification of models, are investigated. In con-
trast to this work, understandability aspects are neglected
and the unique semantics and expressiveness enabled by sub-
processes are not elaborated.
8 Summary and outlook
In this work, we examined hierarchy in declarative business
process models. After elaborating on the semantics, we dis-
cussed the usage and peculiarities of hierarchy. In particular,
we showed that hierarchy enhances expressiveness, but can-
not be used arbitrarily to any model fragment. Subsequently,
we discussed implications on the understandability of declar-
ative process models. Thereby, we built upon previous work
and proposed a cognitive-theory-based framework to system-
atically assess the impact of hierarchy on understandability in
declarative process models. In general, it can be said that hier-
archy should be handled with care. On the one hand, informa-
tion hiding and increased pattern recognition promise gains
in terms of understandability. On the other hand, the inte-
gration of constraints and switching between sub-processes
may compromise the understandability of respective mod-
els. The empirical investigation testing these claims followed
an approach combining quantitative and qualitative research
methods. Speaking in terms of quantitative data, support for
the postulated influence on mental effort could be found. For
accuracy, however, results are rather inconclusive. In addi-
tion, qualitative data, i.e., think-aloud protocols and video
recordings, provided valuable insights into the reasoning
processes of analysts. All in all it can be said that the collected
data provide empirical evidence that experiments investigat-
ing hierarchical models need to be designed with care, as the
type of question asked can have a significant influence on the
outcome.
More generally, this work contributes to a more system-
atic assessment of hierarchy in declarative business process
models. In particular, it provides deeper insights into how far
sub-processes influence the understanding of a declarative
process model. These findings, in turn, foster the develop-
ment of the guidelines for the adoption of hierarchy that
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are based on empirical evidence. Similarly, we hope that
this work contributes to more objective discussions about
the proper use of sub-processes, as it provides criteria for
arguing about the influence a certain hierarchical structure.
Even though the data collected in this work corroborated
the postulated influence of hierarchy on understandabil-
ity, further investigations are desirable. In particular, fur-
ther replications as well are more complex process models
seem to be appropriate means for additional empirical
tests. Although the think-aloud protocols already provided
a detailed view on analyst’s reasoning processes, we plan
to additionally employ eye movement analysis [37] for even
more detailed analysis. Based on these insights, we intend
to further develop this work toward empirically founded
guidelines for the design of hierarchical declarative process
models.
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